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1 Supplementary Notes

Neural network estimate - update Our analysis is based on a previously published and exten-

sively validated global monthly 1◦×1◦ sea surface pCO2 product1, but temporally extended to cover

now the period 1982 through 2015. This extension was primarily accomplished by using a newer

release of the Surface Ocean Carbon Atlas (SOCAT) dataset, i.e. SOCAT version 42. In this data

product, the CO2 measurements are interpolated in space and time using a 2-step neural network

method (SOM-FFN)3. The method is extensively described in our previous publications1, 3, but is

briefly summarized here again. The surface ocean is first divided into biogeochemical provinces

based on common pattern of sea surface temperature (SST)4, sea surface salinity (S)5, climato-

logical mixed layer depth (MLD)6, and climatological sea surface pCO2
7. In a second step, the
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method established a non-linear relationship between environmental drivers and surface ocean

CO2 measurements from the SOCATv4 database2. We use the same SST, S and MLD products

from step 1 and additionally Globcolour-based chlorophyll-a (http://www.globcolour.info) as well

as the NOAA-ESRL marine boundary layer reference dry air mixing ratio of atmospheric CO2

(https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/mbl/). For the estimated period from 1982 through 2015 we

use the same climatological MLD for each year and we estimate chlorophyll-a before the satellite

era as the average climatological chlorophyll-a from 1998 through 2015.

Additionally, we use the surface layer data of the 1◦×1◦ gridded product8 from the Global

Ocean Data Analysis Project version 2 (GLODAPv2)9, to represent the climatological mean DIC

(DIC) and total alkalinity (Alk). Combining the GLODAPv2 data and our long term mean pCO2,

we calculate the climatological mean Revelle factor (γDIC) using the CO2SYS software10, 11 with

the dissociation constants of Mehrbach refitted by Dickson et al.12, 13 as well as the sea surface

temperature 4 and the Hadley Center EN4 salinity5.

Residual analysis The neural network method has been substantially evaluated and validated in

past publications1, 3 where it was shown that the method is able to reproduce observations within

a small error margin and no systematic bias. Here, we extend this analysis evaluating seasonal

mean biases in time in order to test our observation-based data for trends in the seasonal bias that

could corrupt our winter-minus-summer trend analysis. Supplementary Figure 1 shows that both

annual summer and winter bias are randomly spread around 0 but do show substantial variability.

We do, however, not find any temporal trends in the residuals concluding that seasonal trends are
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not biased towards, e.g. more densely observed years. This is true for the 4 larger scale latitude

bands considered in this manuscript.

Timeseries stations To test the trends in the seasonal cycle derived from our data product, we

use observations from the two longest running and most frequently sampled timeseries stations,

i.e., from the Station S/Bermuda Atlantic Timeseries Station site in the subtropical North Atlantic

(StaS/BATS14, 15 at 31.66◦N, 64.16◦W) and from the Hawaiian Ocean Timeseries station site in the

subtropical North Pacific (HOT16 at 22.75◦N,158.00◦W) and calculate the trends in their seasonal

(winter-minus-summer) difference. These data, spanning several decades are not included in the

SOCATv4 database and thus represent a truly independent estimate in comparison to our pCO2

data product. At Bermuda we combine the records of Hydrostation S14 and BATS15, on the basis

of the good agreement between the data at both locations14, 17. We calculate the sea surface pCO2

from bottle DIC and alkalinity using the CO2SYS software10, 11 with the dissociation constants

of Mehrbach refitted by Dickson et al.12, 13. At HOT we use the already calculated and available

pCO2 product16. We further apply the steps outlined in the methods to the station data, i.e., the

separation into thermal and non-thermal components, as well as applying the harmonic-polynomial

fit to determine the trend in the seasonal difference as illustrated in Supplementary Figures 2 and

3. Finally, we compute the trends in seasonality of each component from the slope of the linear

least square regression line as illustrated in Supplementary Figures 4 and 5.

Additionally, we perform a local comparison between the trends in the seasonal pCO2 dif-

ference from the two timeseries stations above and the SOM-FFN pCO2 estimate calculated from
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the average within the 3x3 degree vicinity of the timeseries location. Locally, we find that trends

are indistinguishable with substantial additional uncertainty in the SOM-FFN estimates largely

reflecting the stronger year-to-year fluctuations. The results are presented in Table 1.

Basin-scale trends in the pCO2 winter-summer difference Following our analysis of the global

zonal mean trends in the main manuscript, we additionally analyze zonal trends for each basin

north of 44◦S individually (Supplementary Figure 6). For the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans we find

pattern that agree with the global pattern, namely the thermally dominated summer maximum in-

crease (following the sign convention of the main manuscript illustrated as negative winter-minus-

summer trend) in the subtropics and the non-thermally dominated winter maximum increase in

the high latitudes. We find the largest trends in the Pacific Ocean, whereas the Atlantic Ocean

shows stronger meridional variability. Seasonal pCO2 cycle trends in the northern Indian Ocean

are further influenced by the coast. Both the South Pacific and South Indian Ocean further show a

decreasing non-thermal seasonal cycle in the subtropics, possibly related to ENSO and the trans-

port of upwelled waters from the equatorial Pacific.

Contribution of DIC and the Revelle factor change to the seasonal non-thermal pCO2 dif-

ference In our theoretical framework we have investigated the uptake of anthropogenic CO2 and

the change in the Revelle factor as the main drivers of the non-thermal seasonal pCO2 increase.

Supplementary Figure 7 illustrates zonal mean trends in these 2 components individually. Overall,

using the theoretical framework we find that, over the past 34 years, the expected contribution of

the anthropogenic uptake of CO2 roughly equals two thirds of the total expected non-thermal in-
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crease in the seasonal difference, with the remaining one third explained by changes in the ocean

buffer capacity (Supplementary Figure 8).

Basin-scale non-thermal pCO2 seasonal difference framework Revelle factor changes and the

uptake of anthropogenic carbon do not occur at equal strength everywhere in the global ocean. We

therefore test our estimated increase in the seasonal non-thermal pCO2 cycle against our theoretical

framework for each major ocean basin individually (Supplementary Figure 9). As identified for

the global ocean we find less agreement south of the equator in the subtropics, particularly in

the Pacific Ocean and the Indian Ocean, where the neural network-based pCO2 estimates - unlike

the theoretical framework - suggest a decreasing seasonal cycle. In the northern hemisphere the

poleward increase in trends is captured both in the Pacific and the Atlantic Ocean though with a

much stronger trend in the high latitude North Pacific, suggesting that other factors, e.g. circulation

or biology play a major role there.
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2 Supplementary Tables
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Table 1: Comparison of trends in the winter-minus-summer difference of pCO2 at

StaS/BATS and HOT with those inferred from the neural network based SOM-FFN es-

timated pCO2 in the 3x3 degree area around the respective timeseries location. Note that

negative total trends here correspond to an increase in the absolute seasonal difference

(following our notation of the main text). Data from the timeseries stations are not included

in SOCATv4 used to construct the SOM-FFN estimate

StaS/BATS SOM-FFN at HOT SOM-FFN at

StaS/BATS HOT

Total [µatm/decade] -1.5±1.1 -1.5±1.8 -3.8±2.4 0.2±1.8

Thermal [µatm/decade] -7.2±1.7 -7.0± 2.3 -4.7±2.0 -2.2±3.0

Non-thermal [µatm/decade] 3.6±2.3 4.2±3.2 0.7±2.6 2.2±2.8
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3 Supplementary Figures
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Figure S1: Residuals as a function of time for winter (left column) and summer (right column)

seasons for the 4 latitude bands considered in the main manuscript.
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Figure S2: (a) total (b) thermal and (c) non-thermal pCO2 based on surface ocean measurements

at the Bermuda Atlantic Timeseries Station (BATS) and Hydrostation S combined records marked

as dots. The solid lines illustrate the polynomial fit to the data.
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Figure S3: (a) total (b) thermal and (c) non-thermal pCO2 based on surface ocean measurements

at the Hawaiian Ocean Timeseries Station (HOT) marked as dots. The solid lines illustrate the

polynomial fit to the data.
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Figure S4: Annual winter-minus-summer difference (dots) and linear regression lines of (a) the

total pCO2, (b) the thermal pCO2 component and (c) the non-thermal pCO2 components for the

the Bermuda Atlantic Timeseries Station (BATS) and Hydrostation S combined records.
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Figure S5: Annual winter-minus-summer difference (dots) and linear regression lines of (a) the

total pCO2, (b) the thermal pCO2 component and (c) the non-thermal pCO2 components for the

Hawaiian Ocean Timeseries Station (HOT).
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Figure S6: Zonal trend in the winter-minus-summer difference for each major ocean basin individ-

ually. Negative trends largely indicate where the thermal component (blue) dominates the increase

in seasonal difference (black), whereas positive trends largely indicate where the non-thermal (red)

component dominates the increase in seasonality. Stars further indicate the observation-based

(gray, red, blue) trend from timeseries stations at Bermuda and Hawaii.
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Figure S7: Zonal mean trends in (a) the Revelle factor (γDIC) and (b) the surface ocean DIC over

the past 34 years.
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Figure S8: Zonal mean contributions of changes in the Revelle factor and the uptake of anthro-

pogenic carbon to the expected non-thermal pCO2 seasonal difference trend based on equation 10

of the main manuscript.
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Figure S9: Comparison between the neural network based non-thermal (red) pCO2 seasonal differ-

ence trend with the theroretical framework (dashed green line) based on equation 10 of the main

manuscript for each major ocean basin individually.
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